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Proper title: 
How do we have to improve Bláha’s Indies to bring 
reasonable change to Latané’s model? 
To answer this, I need to: 

1. Explain Latané’s model (DSIT) 

2. Explain what I mean by reasonable change 

3. Explain Bláha’s Indies 

4. Describe additional innovations of the model 

5. Describe simulation experiments 

6. Show results 
 



1.  DYNAMIC SOCIAL IMPACT THEORY (Latané 1981) 

• Every agent has opinion. In the model there are just four possible 
opinions – two conservative (orange, brown), and two avant-garde 
(yellow, green).  

 

• Every agent has ability to defend her opinion (supportiveness) and 
convince others to adopt her opinion (persuasiveness). In the model, 
supportiveness and persuasiveness are uniformly random distributed 
integers 0-100. 

 

• Every agent has her unique position on the fully occupied square 
lattice. So, simulation occurred in the 2D social space. 



1.  DYNAMIC SOCIAL IMPACT THEORY (Latané 1981) 

• Every step every agent compares overall support for her opinion with 
overall persuasions of other opinions. Individual contributions to 
summaries are weighted by squared distance of contributing agent 
from comparing agent. Exactly, summaries are means weighted by 
squared root of number of contributing agents. Comparing agent 
supports herself.  

          Overall persuasion  = Npj
1/2 * [(Σpi/di

2)/Npj]  

               Overall support = Ns
1/2 * [(Σsi/di

2)/Ns]  

 

• If the overall support is stronger, nothing happens. If the overall 
persuasion is stronger, agent changes her opinion to the persuading, 
and randomly changes persuasiveness and supportiveness. 



1.  DYNAMIC SOCIAL IMPACT THEORY (Latané 1981) 



2. Reasonable change 

• Latané’s model reaches equilibrium state in 30 steps. No futher 
change is possible. No mechanism for introducing new opinions. 

 

• We search tool for introducing avant-garde opinions and for 
spreading them through the artificial society. 

 

• Criteria for reasonable change: 

•20% agents adopts avant-garde opinions in  
•1460 steps (4 simulated years) 



3. Bláha’s Indies 
• Bláha defines Indies: They are able to invent new values and opinions 

and live them. They are also able to revive opinions which ceased 
exist or they could change their mind and change to existing opinion. 

 

• We model inventions/independent changes of Indies as probability to 
change opinion to different color from all four. Probability is 0.472% 
every step, it means 99.9% Indies changes in 1460 steps at least once. 

• We model living the opinion as setting supportiveness to 100.  

• If Indies are convinced to change opinion by their neighborhood,  
they change supportiveness and  persuasiveness randomly,  
as Commoners (normal agents). 



3. Bláha’s Indies (after 162 steps) 



4. Additional innovations of the model 

• We find (Kalvas, Janák 2017) that for Indies high supportiveness is 
important, but much more important is high persuasiveness. 
However, these conditions are still not sufficient. The spread of avant-
garde opinions reaches 20% only occasionally. (I will show later.) 

 

• Firstly, we introduced random change of Commoners. In some 
scenarios Commoners have probability 0.047% to disregard DSIT and 
randomly pick different opinion existing wherever in simulation. 
Commoners can’t invent non-existent opinion. Probability 0.047% 
means that 50% of Commoners randomly change at least once in 
1460 steps of simulation. 



4. Additional innovations of the model 

• Secondly, we let Indies to asymmetrically warp social space. We see 
Indies as charismatic presenters of opinions (we hope Bláha would 
agree). So, in some scenarios we let them to have listeners. 

 

• We model it through random selection of Indies, which the choosing 
agent will closely listen to. On the average, agents listen to 2 Indies 
(Poisson distribution). Indies randomly choose other Indies, as well.    

 

• Listened Indies are not specially influenced by the listening. Listening 
agent sees listened Indie in distance 2.414 (as closest friend) or  
1.414 (as herself), it depends on scenario. 

 



4. Neighborhood and listened Indies 



5. Simulation experiments 
Independent parameters: 
• Size of the world {20x20; 80x80} 
• Minimal supportiveness of Indies {0; 100}  
• Minimal persuasiveness of Indies {0; 100}  
• Fraction of Indies {10%}  
• Probability of Indies change {0.472%} 
• Probability of Commoners change {0; 0.047%} 
• Simulation length {1460 steps} 
• Conservative opinions {2}  
• All opinions {4} 
• Average of listened Indies {0; 2} 
• Distance to listened Indies {1.414 “as myself”; 2.414 “as close friend”} 
• NetLogo random seed {1-15; 31-56}  
• Stiff or liquid situation {stiff; liquid}  

 



Comparison of stiff and liquid 
situation: 

At the start and after 6 steps 

Stiff situation: 

Liquid situation: 

5. Simulation experiments 



5. Simulation experiments 
Dependent variable: 

• Fraction of avant-garde opinion holders after 1460 steps <1; 90> 
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6. Results 





• Mainly on these variables (ordered according importance): 

a) Distance of listener to its listened Indies 

b) Persuasiveness of Indies  

c) Liquidity of the situation 

d) Supportiveness of Indies 

 

Final success (spread of avant-garde opinion over 
20% of population) is dependent on context. 





Dense form: 
number of 
previous 
conditions 
fullfilled 

 
Low = 0 or 1 
Middle = 2 
High = 3 or 4 



Conclusions 
1) Warping of social space helps Indies to propagate avant-garde opinions. 
Random change of commoners supports the propagation, but less. 

2) Success of Warping, and of propagation, is very sensitive to conditions: 

a) Distance of listener to its Indies 

b) Persuasiveness of Indies  

c) Liquidity of the situation 

d) Supportiveness of Indies 

3) Supportiveness is the least important, funny is that Bláha (who inspired 
our research) saw it as the key and core trait of Indies. 

4) Hopefully answer to Pawel Sobkowicz:  
 Distance of listener is the most important condition and we could 
manipulate it just by ourselves,  by our critical thinking. I hope we could do 
same in other cases – to find weak spots of strong processes. 

 

 



Thank you for your kind attention! 

Yours, 

František (Klapacius) and Dušan (Trurl) 




